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Abstract
Therapies against malignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) have yielded disappointing results, in part, because
pathologic mechanisms remain obscure. In searching for rational molecular targets, we identified metadherin
(MTDH), a multifunctional gene associated with several tumor types but previously unrecognized in MPM. Cox
proportional hazards regression analysis delineated associations between higher MTDH expression and lower
patient survival from three independent MPM cohorts (n = 349 patients). Through in vitro assays with
overexpression and downregulation constructs in MPM cells, we characterized the role of MTDH. We confirmed
in vivo the phenotype of altered MTDH expression in a murine xenograft model. Transcriptional regulators of
MTDH were identified by chromatin immunoprecipitation. Overexpression of both MTDH mRNA (12-fold
increased) and protein levels was observed in tumor tissues. MTDH stable overexpression significantly augmented
proliferation, invasiveness, colony formation, chemoresistance, and an antiapoptosis phenotype, while its
suppression showed opposite effects in MPM cells. Interestingly, NF-κB and c-Myc (in a feed-forward loop motif)
contributed to modulating MTDH expression. Knockdown of MTDH expression profoundly retarded xenograft
tumor growth. Thus, our findings support the notion that MTDH integrates upstream signals from certain
transcription factors and mediates pathogenic interactions contributing to MPM traits. MTDH represents a new
MPM-associated gene that can contribute to insights of MPM biology and, as such, suggest other treatment
strategies.
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troduction
alignant pleural mesothelioma (MPM) is an aggressive tumor
usally associated with asbestos exposure. Contrary to predictions,
e incidence continues to increase worldwide [1]. There are few
A-approved therapies for MPM, so the dismal median survival

me of 12 to 18 months remains unchanged [2]. This therapeutic
ateau of conventional chemotherapy contributes to ongoing clinical
allenges faced by newer precision medicine-based therapy,
rticularly as tumor suppressor losses predominate [3]. Clinical
ials have failed to identify reliable targeted therapeutic agents [4].
hus, identification of novel molecular targets is needed to inform
out tumor biology and/ or suggest better treatment(s) of MPM.
Metadherin (MTDH) overexpression is observed in diverse
alignancies including breast [5], lung [6], esophageal [7], B-cell
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mphoma [8], brain tumors [9], gynecologic cancers [10], etc. These
servations support the emerging notion thatMTDH is a universally
portant cancer-associated gene. MTDH molecular interactions
pact critical signaling pathways that affect common cancer traits like
oliferation, evasion of apoptosis, metastasis, angiogenesis, chemore-
stance, etc. [11] MTDH fulfills many characteristics to serve as an
portant molecule regulating multiple events in carcinogenesis.
owever, this common cancer-associated gene has not previously
en implicated with MPM [12], so its role in MPM remains entirely
clear. In contrast to other cancers, gain-of-function somatic
utations have not been consistently identified in MPM. Because of
is, identifying genes that are overexpressed and exploring their
enotypic impact could lead to valuable biologic insights.
Among our initial investigations, we confirmed that this gene and
s protein product were overexpressed in MPM tissues. Next, we
aracterized the effects of this gene in cell line models of
erexpression and downregulation to demonstrate, overall, that
TDH confers an antiapoptotic phenotype in MPM. This
enotype manifested as an enhanced chemoresistance trait when
TDH was overexpressed above basal conditions and reversed when
DTH was suppressed. Tumor xenograft experiments in mice
nfirmed that MTDH is important for MPM tumor progression. In
rther investigations, we uncover a feed-forward regulatory
echanism that conceptually explains the overexpression of MTDH
MPM. Our results underscore the need for ongoing gene discovery
pinpoint relevant target(s) in MPM.

aterials and Methods

esothelioma Public Data
We relied on the TCGA-Meso public dataset comprised of 85
otal specimens = 87) MPM tumors with clinical results (gdc.cancer.
v), a genomic profiling (mRNA microarray) of 53 MPM tumors
emorial Sloan-Kettering Cancer Center (MSKCC)] [13], and a

cent sequencing-based transcriptomic analysis of 211 MPM tumors
enentech, Inc.) [3] as independent validation resources. These
NA datasets (Supplementary Table S1) were derived from analysis
diverse patients undergoing surgical resection of MPM (all three
stologic subtypes). Importantly, associated survival outcomes were
ailable among these data.

eagents
Cisplatin and pemetrexed chemotherapeutics were used to treat
lls (Selleckchem). TNF-α was used as an in vitro stimulatory agent
igma-Aldrich). JSH-23 was used as an in vitro inhibitor of p65
tivity since it is known to selectively prevent nuclear translocation
igma-Aldrich).

issues and Cell Culture
Sample collection followed IRB-approved protocols. Deidentified
rgical specimens were stored at −80°C. We selected 41 MPM
mors of all 3 histologies and 14 unmatched, nonmalignant pleurae
tained from patients undergoing surgery for other diseases not
PM. All these specimens were chosen for our study based on
ounts of useable tissue available. Multiple MPM cell lines [14]

ere tested for native MTDH expression (Supplementary Figure S1).
e chose three representative lines (H2452 epithelioid, MSTO-
1H biphasic, and H2373 sarcomatoid) to be used for the majority
experiments. The pleural mesothelial cell line MeT-5a was
rchased from ATCC, and the peritoneal mesothelial cell line LP-9
as purchased from the Coriell Cell Repository. MPM cells and
eT-5a were cultured and maintained according to ATCC
structions. LP-9 cells were cultured in specific manufacturer media.

uantitative Real-Time Polymerase Chain Reaction (qRT-PCR)
Total RNA was isolated from specimens using the TRIzol Plus
NA purification system (Thermo Fisher). Reverse transcription was
rformed using the Applied Biosystems high-capacity RNA to
NA synthesis kit. Gene quantitation was determined by TaqMan
alysis run on a QuantStudio 6 Flex PCR system (Thermo Fisher)
5]. qRT-PCR primers for gene expression were available from
pplied Biosystems (Supplementary Table S2). All independent
CR-based reactions were performed in triplicate.

estern Blotting
Total protein lysates were fractionated on 4%-15% polyacrylamide
ls and transferred onto nitrocellulose (Bio-Rad). These primary
tibodies were used: anti-MTDH at 1:500 dilution (2F11C3
onoclonal antibody, Thermo Fisher), anti–phospho-p65 at 1:1000
ith anti–total p65 at 1:1000 (Cell Signaling Technologies), anti–c-
yc at 1:500 (Abcam), and anti–β-Actin (Sigma-Aldrich). Addi-
onally, antibodies detecting cleaved PARP and caspase-3 (Cell
gnaling) were used to assess apoptosis activity. Subsets of samples
ere randomly selected from the original group of 41 tumors and 14
rmal pleurae for this series of experiments. All protein experiments
ere performed in triplicate. To avoid problems related to incomplete
embrane stripping, separate blots were used for each independent
periment.

roliferation
MPM cells were seeded into 96-well plates (5000 cells/well).
ellular proliferation measurements were carried out by CyQUANT
say kit (Thermo Fisher). Studies were performed in three
dependent cell preparations.

ellular Invasion
Cell migration was evaluated by Boyden chamber assays (Milli-
re) using filter inserts with pores (8 μm). The condition in the top
amber consisted of 0.1×106 cells in serum-free media adjacent to a
atrigel-coated filter. The bottom chamber contained complete
edia supplemented with 10% FBS as a chemoattractant. After
cubation, migratory cells that traversed the filter membrane were
xed and stained with crystal violet. According to manufacturer
otocol, invading cells were detached and quantitated using their
lorimetric method.

nchorage-Independent Growth
Colony formation was assessed in soft agarose. Six-well plates were
ecoated with 0.5% (w/v) agarose in appropriate cell media and
lowed to set. Viable cells (5000/well) were resuspended in a heated
ft agarose medium consisting of 0.4% (w/v) low-melt agarose.
ultures were incubated for 1-4 weeks. Colonies were stained and
unted.

poptosis by Flow Cytometry and Specific Proteins
Cell viability of MPM lines was compared against their treated
TDH overexpression or knockdown) and negative control
unterparts. MPM lines (0.5×106 cells/well) were cultured in the
esence of a fixed concentration corresponding to the IC50 of
splatin or pemetrexed in six-well plates for 48 hours. Cells were

http://gdc.cancer.gov
http://gdc.cancer.gov
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rvested after enzyme treatment. Apoptotic or dead cells were
tected by staining with Annexin V–FITC and propidium iodide
ring flow cytometry according to the manufacturer's protocol (BD
iosciences). The common caspase-mediated signaling cascade
nsidered a hallmark of apoptosis was assessed by Western blotting
the cleaved forms of PARP and caspase-3 in certain MPM cells.

opy Number Variation
Quantitation of MTDH gene copy number was determined by
T-PCR method. Genomic DNA was extracted from a subset of
r MPM tumor tissues (n = 25) and normal mesothelial specimens
= 5) using the Wizard Genomic DNA purification kit (Promega).
hese subset samples were randomly selected from the original group
41 tumors and 14 normal pleurae. Primers for MTDH and the
dogenous control gene (RNase P) were obtained from Thermo
sher (Supplementary Table S2).

munohistofluorescence
Cryosections (8 μm) were cut from a subset of MPM specimens
d processed in a standard fashion for immunolabeling. These
imary antibodies were used: lysine-rich carcinoembryonic antigen-
lated cell-adhesion molecule 1 coisolated (LYRIC, another name for
TDH) (rabbit anti-human; Abcam) and mesothelin (mouse anti-
man; Santa Cruz Biotechnology). Fluorochrome-conjugated
condary antibodies were used for detection of LYRIC and
esothelin. Tissue sections were cover slipped with mounting
edium containing DAPI stain (Vector Laboratories).

verexpression and Suppression Constructs
The lentiviral vector pLenti-GIII-UbC containing aMTDH insert
1749 bp (Applied Biological Materials, cat. #LVP229320) stably
erexpressed MTDH in MPM cells. A lentiviral vector pLenti-III-
bC Blank was used as a negative control (Applied Biological
aterials, cat. #LV589). The MTDH gene was suppressed using a
RISPR/Cas9 system. MTDH double nickase plasmid (sc-413927-
IC) and a control double nickase plasmid (sc-437281) (Santa Cruz
iotechnology) were transfected. A heterogeneous population of
PM cells was chosen after transfection so MTDH gene is knocked
wn (not knockout) in all our experiments. c-Myc overexpression
lied on a pCMV6 cloning vector carrying a 4707-bp insert
riGene Technologies). For transient c-Myc gene silencing, a
ixture of chemically modified siRNA in the SMARTpool: ON-
ARGETplus kit and negative controls (Dharmacon) were used.

rug Treatment
Cell viability of MPM lines was compared against their treated
TDH overexpression or suppression) and negative controls. Dose-

sponse was analyzed after 48 hours by CyQUANT assay. Cells were
posed to two-fold increments of cisplatin or pemetrexed, and the
50 of each drug was calculated in cell lines (GraphPad Prism v7).
hree independent triplicate experiments were performed.

hromatin Immunoprecipitation
To verify NF-κB (RELA) interaction with the promoter region of
TDH, we employed chromatin immunoprecipitation (ChIP).
PM cell lines were prepared using the Magna ChIP A-Chromatin
munoprecipitation Kit (Millipore) with an anti-p65 antibody.
NA was eluted and purified from complexes, followed by SYBR
R amplification of three putative binding sites of RELA within the
TDH promoter. Primer pairs flanking these binding sites were used
upplementary Table S2). Immune complexes formed with
nspecific IgG were a negative control, while IκBα promoter
imers (manufacturer kit) were a positive control.

ice Xenograft Experiments
H2373 parental cells, H2373 cells with MTDH gene overexpres-
on, or H2373 cells with knockdown of MTDH were injected
bcutaneously (each group at 2.0×106) on the right flank of NOD.
gPrkdc scidIl2rgtm1Wjl/SzJ (NSG) mice [16] 5-7 weeks old. For each
perimental condition, five mice were used. Tumor volume changes
ere charted during 5 weeks of observation and measured using the
rmula: V = 1/2 (length × width2) [17]. At the end of observation,
ice were sacrificed and tumors were excised. All mice experiments
ere approved by our Animal Care and Use Committee in
cordance with NIH guidelines.

atistics
Means and standard errors (SEs) were calculated from numerical
ta. Changes (fold or percentage) indicate the difference between
perimental and control samples. Bar graphs depict the mean ± SE
r a specific experimental run. SPSS software (IBM Analytics)
ecuted calculations. Two-tailed, unpaired Student t test assessed
gnificance between two conditions. One-way analysis of variance
st followed by Tukey's comparison for multiple groups compared
e significance of differences between the means of groups. Pearson r
rrelation coefficient with r N ±0.5 was considered a strong
lationship between variables. Spearman's rank correlation coeffi-
ent (Rho) was used as a nonparametric measure of rank correlation
tween variables. Multivariate linear regression was used to model
ditive contributions of predictor variables (genes) to predict a
sponse variable using the lm function in R (www.r-project.org). The
ultivariate model was evaluated by variance (adjusted R2) and the
nificance of each predictor variable's contribution. Cox proportional
zards regression with age as a covariate was used to discover associations
tween MTDH expression and patient survival. One-tailed P value ≤
5was considered significant. The Stouffer'sZ scoremethod was used to
mbine the Cox proportional hazards regressionZ scores, and one-tailed
values were computed based on the combined Z score.
esults

lincal Relevance of Metadherin in Mesothelioma
We hypothesized that if MTDH is clinically relevant, the
pression of the gene would be related to patient survival. Therefore,
e interrogated clinically annotated public MPM transcriptome
tasets to assess survival associations with MTDH mRNA
pression. In the largest patient cohort (Genentech) [3], we found
at a higher expression of MTDH in patient tumors is significantly
sociated with lower overall survival (Cox proportional hazards
value = .026) (Figure 1A). This survival association was confirmed
observing similar results from combining two other independent
tasets (TCGA and MSKCC [13]; combined P value = .045)
igure 1A). Thus, higher MTDH expression is significantly
sociated with poor prognosis in MPM.

etadherin Expression in Mesothelioma Tumors
Accordingly, we checked whether MTDH is differentially
pressed in randomly selected MPM tumors (n = 41) relative to

http://www.r-project.org
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matched normal specimens (n = 14). Most of these available
mor specimens are epithelioid type (similar to the TCGA cohort)
cause surgical resection is not routinely offered to the other
stologic subtypes (www.nccn.org) (Supplementary Table S1). We
served MTDH mRNA overexpressed by 12-fold in MPM tumors
lative to normal tissues (P b .05) (Figure 1B). This transcript

http://www.nccn.org
Image of Figure 1
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erabundance was confirmed by observing increased MTDH
otein expression by an average of 3.43-fold (P b .05) in a subgroup
available specimens (Figure 1C). Immunohistofluorescence showed
nse cytoplasmic MTDH localization in MPM cells (Figure 1D).
TDH also appeared intranuclear, but to a much lesser extent, while
was not observed on the MPM cell surface. This MTDH
stribution pattern in MPM cells resembles prostate cancer, where
ch localization correlated to clinical parameters [18]. Overall, we
entified MTDH overexpression at the mRNA and protein levels in
PM tissues.

etadherin Enhances Chemoresistance via Antiapoptosis
We then characterized the biologic effects of increased MTDH in
PM. The MTDH gene was stably overexpressed in MPM cell lines
om all three histotypes (Supplementary Figure S2). Transfected cells
hibited significantly accelerated growth and increased invasiveness
oyden chamber) (Figure 2, A-B). The number of colonies formed
der anchorage-independent conditions was increased compared to
rental lines (P b .05) whenMTDHwas overexpressed (Figure 2C).
Cell viability was measured under increasing concentrations of
splatin (Figure 2D) or pemetrexed (Supplementary Figure S3),
andard MPM drugs. After 48 hours, cells overexpressing MTDH
aintained a greater percentage of viable cells compared to parental
lls (P b .05) as drug doses escalated. The IC50 values for each MPM
ll line were determined from these cell-killing curves. Our results in
PM are consistent with other solid tumors which implicate MTDH
erexpression augmenting chemoresistance [19].
To verify the chemoresistance effects, we assessed apoptosis since
e chemotherapeutics rely on this cell killing mechanism. MPM cells
erexpressing MTDH were exposed to IC50 amounts of cisplatin
igure 2E) or pemetrexed (Supplementary Figure S3), and the
rcentage of cells exhibiting apoptosis by flow cytometry at different
me points was quantitated. For these cells, the percentage of
optosis was significantly decreased. Further, cleaved PARP and
spase-3 apoptosis markers were decreased in cells overexpressing
TDH (Figure 2F). These findings demonstrated that MTDH
erexpression led to increased proliferation, invasion, and chemore-
stance, as well as to decreased apoptosis.

o Common Mechanisms of Metadherin Overexpression in
esothelioma
This led us to explore the potential mechanisms driving
erabundance of MTDH transcripts. Since chromosome region
gure 1. Metadherin is a novel prognostic gene overexpressed in M
tients grouped according to a dichotomized expression of MTDH
atistically significant reduction in overall survival for those harborin
oportional hazards P = .026; age is a covariate). This survival associa
= 53) cohorts. Their Cox proportional hazards regression Z scores
mbined Z score (combined Cox proportional hazards P value = .04
antity of MTDH in a separate random group of MPM tumors compare
hort is comprised of all three MPM histologies (38, epithelioid; 2, b
RNA compared to normal pleura. (C)Western blotting of the same tiss
mor tissues (T1-T20) and pleural (P1-P8). This subset of epithelioid
iginal tissue cohorts. The associated dot graph (right) quantitates the r
) Immunohistofluorescence microscopy reveals the cellular location o
MTDH (green), which is predominately expressed in the cytosolic
SLN, red). Bottom panel is a representative normal pleura specimen s
e stained with DAPI (blue). MTDH (green) and MSLN (mesothelin, red
ale bar: 10 μm.
22.1, containing theMTDH gene locus, is an area of recurrent gain
MPM (18%) [20], this mechanism would be revealed by gene copy
mber analysis. PCR amplification of MTDH revealed no
gnificant difference in MTDH copies among a subgroup of
ndomly selected specimens tested (n = 25). Similarly, TCGA
owed only a single MPM tumor (1 of 87) with MTDH
plification, no mutations of theMTDH gene, and a weak negative
sociation (Pearson r = −0.29) between the promoter methylation
atus versus MTDH transcript abundance. Taken together, these
gative results (Supplementary Figure S4) implied other phenom-
a, unlike other solid tumors, were contributing to MTDH
erexpression uniquely in MPM.
egulation of Metadherin in Mesothelioma: A Feed Forward
oop
Chronic inflammatory conditions of MPM contribute to main-
ining several signaling pathways that could represent plausible
echanism(s) for MTDH overexpression. TNF-α stimulation
duces MTDH transcripts in diverse cell types [21], suggesting the
cessity of additional intracellular mediators interacting with
TDH. However, these precise biochemical mechanisms remain
completely defined [22]. Recently, in multiple myeloma [23], the
C Santa Cruz ChIP-sequencing database showed a footprint of p65
ELA) subunit binding to the MTDH promoter. Since NF-κB
tivity is prevalent in MPM [24], we queried TRANSFAC 7.0 to
entify putative RELA binding sites in the MTDH promoter region
igure 3A). Using ChIP, we observed under TNF-α–stimulated
0 ng/ml) conditions an increase in RELA binding at three sites
b .05) (Figure 3B).
Additionally, NF-κB can directly induce c-Myc [25], a common
cogene. c-Myc regulates MTDH transcription by binding the
omoter at two E-boxes [26]. Increasingly, c-Myc is recognized as an
portant contributor to the MPM malignant phenotype [27].
aken together, c-Myc should be increased in MPM due to various
ducing events and, therefore, may also contribute to MTDH
anscript abundance. To verify our deduction, MPM cells were
imulated with TNF-α producing concordant increases in p65
tivity, MTDH, and c-Myc abundance (Figure 4, A-B). Conversely,
e protein amounts of MTDH and c-Myc reversed with the addition
a p65-specific inhibitor (Figure 4C). When c-Myc was inhibited by
RNA, this induced a decrease in MTDH (Figure 4D). These results
perimentally confirm that NF-κB signaling directly regulates
TDH transcript abundance in MPM (for the first time to the
PM. (A) Kaplan-Meier curves depicting overall survival of MPM
transcript level. In the Genentech cohort (n = 211), there is a
g MPM tumors with relatively “high” MTDH expression (Cox
tion validated in the joint analysis of TCGA (n = 85) and MSKCC
were combined, and P values were computed based on the

5). PH is proportional hazards. (B) qRT-PCR verified the mRNA
d to a separate set of unpaired normal pleura tissues. The tumor
iphasic; 1, sarcomatoid). MPM expressed 12-fold more MTDH
ues analyzed by qRT-PCR shows theMTDH protein levels inMPM
tumors and pleura specimens was randomly selected from the
elative protein abundance of MTDH depicted in theWestern blot.
f MTDH protein. Top panel (MPM cells) shows increased staining
compartment and not at the cell membrane, unlike mesothelin
howing reduced MTDH staining compared to MPM cells. Nuclei
). Bars in graphs represent the mean ± SE, *P b .05, **P b .001.
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st of our knowledge). NF-κB directly regulating MTDH and
directly inducing MTDH via stimulation of c-Myc suggests a feed-
rward loop network motif [28]. Without verifying, as we have done
re, that NF-κB directly regulates MTDH, this specific mechanism
uld not be appreciated. Lastly, we confirmed known, well-
cumented effects of MTDH overexpression contributing, vice
rsa, to induction of NF-κB and c-Myc via secondary positive
edback signaling [21] (Figure 4, E-F). The forward path
terconnections (Figure 4, A-C) are functionally equivalent to an
tivated switch once a certain input threshold is sensed and, in

Image of Figure 2
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PM, possibly contributes to reinforce and maintain MTDH
tivity (Figure 4G).
Based on the notion of multiple inflammatory pathways in
PM [29], all NF-κB subunits could plausibly be induced and
gure 2. Biologic effects of metadherin overexpression in MPM. (A) M
ll lines (H2452, MSTO-211H, and H2373) were stably overexpresse
mpared with day 0. On day 3, cell proliferation increased 1.3-fold (H
oyden chamber assay showed that MTDH overexpression increases
2373). (C) Soft agar assay in which MTDH overexpression accelerate
2452), 1.9-fold (MSTO-211H), and 1.6-fold (H2373) (P b .05). (D) Cell vi
calculate IC50 values. MTDH overexpression (red) rendered MPM
STO-211H), and 3.1-fold (H2373) higher doses of drug to reach IC50 le
ter 72 hours of treating MTDH-induced cells with a fixed concentratio
.0% (H2373) compared to parental cells. (F) Western blot showing d
urs of cisplatin exposure in both H2452 and H2373 MPM cells ov
ean ± SE. Ctrl is overexpression vector control sample. * is P b .05 ve
stably overexpressed MTDH in MPM cells.
erefore could bind the MDTH promoter since their DNA-binding
main is very similar [30]. To assess which NF-κB member could
ely be involved in regulating MTDH expression, we calculated
rrelation between the transcript expression of each NF-κB member
TDH overexpression promoted proliferation in MPM cells. MPM
d with MTDH (red). Data are expressed as relative fold change
2452), 1.7-fold (MSTO-211H), and 3.0-fold (H2373) (P b .05). (B)
invasive capability of MPM cells by 1.9-fold (H2452) and 2.6-fold
d colony formation. Relative colony numbers increased 2.2-fold
ability was assessed at varying concentrations of cisplatin (CDDP)
cells more chemoresistant, requiring 2.6-fold (H2452), 4.0-fold
vels. (E) MTDH overexpression significantly decreased apoptosis
n of cisplatin (IC50) by 15.9% (H2452), 16.9% (MSTO-211H), and
ecreased apoptotic proteins (cleaved PARP and caspase-3) at 72
erexpressing MTDH. Where applicable, data are presented as
rsus parent cell line and/or negative control specimen. MTDH-OE

Image of Figure 3
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rsus MTDH from TCGA and Genentech [3] MPM datasets. Both
EL and NFKB1 had the strongest positive correlations in both
dependent datasets (Figure 5A). A joint linear model containing all
F-κBmembers explained 42% ofMTDH variation (adjusted R2) in
enentech data [3], and all terms were significant predictors
b .05) except RELB (P = .075). This result demonstrates that
F-κB members correlate with MTDH expression in human MPM
ssue, suggesting they play a role in regulating MTDH in vivo. We
rformed a similar tissue-level correlation modeling between c-Myc
d MTDH using the same external RNA-seq datasets. While c-Myc
pression was not significantly associated with MTDH, there was a
rong association between c-Myc copy number gains and MTDH
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RNA expression consistent with the activator role of c-Myc in
TDH expression (Figure 5B). Overall, this MPM tissue-level
alysis supports our in vitro findings of a feed-forward regulatory
otif driving MTDH overexpression.
gure 4. Metadherin regulation in MPM is influenced by upstream t
tivation of NF-κB signaling as determined by increased phosphor
undance increased (left) as well as protein levels (right). (B) Both c-M
ter 24 hours of TNF-α treatment. (C) Treatment of cells with a specific
vels, confirming direct regulation of MTDH and c-Myc by NF-κB. (D)
pression was transiently knocked down using siRNA (si-Myc), there
ft) and protein (right) levels. Conversely, when c-Myc was overexpres
th MTDH mRNA and protein levels. (E) Western blotting confirms tha
PM cells, as determined by increased levels of phosphorylated
monstrate that MTDH positively modulates c-Myc transcript (left) an
gulatory network controlling MTDH expression in MPM. NF-κB in
uivalent to a sensor-coupled switch contributing to maintain activatio
e secondary positive feedback loops induced by MTDH itself (dotted
b .05 versus parent cell line and/or negative control specimen. MTD
ockdown of MTDH in MPM cells, respectively.
ppression of Metadherin Exerts an Antitumor Phenotype In
itro and In Vivo
Conversely, we assessed biologic effects associated with knockdown
MTDH expression (Supplementary Figure S5). In a heterogeneous
ranscription factors. (A) TNF-α treatment of MPM cells triggers
ylated p65 protein over a 24-hour duration. MTDH transcript
yc mRNA (left) and protein (right) expression increased markedly
p65 inhibitor (JSH-23) decreased both MTDH and c-Myc protein
We verified that c-Myc induces MTDH expression. When c-Myc
was a corresponding decrease observed for both MTDH mRNA
sed (Myc-OE), there was a corresponding increase observed for
t MTDH overexpression results in the activation of NF-κB (p65) in
p65 protein. (F) Overexpression and knockdown experiments
d protein (right) levels in MPM cells. (G) Schematic of a plausible
duces feed-forward signaling (solid arrow) that is functionally
n of MTDH once a threshold of stimulation triggers NF- κB. There
arrow). Where applicable, data are presented as mean ± SE. * is
H-OE is stable overexpression of and MTDH-KD is stable gene
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Figure 6. Modulation of metadherin expression in MPM affects
tumor xenograft growth. Graph depicts tumor growth in a murine
xenograft model of subcutaneously injected MPM cells. Three
groups of MPM xenografts were assessed. Knockdown of MTDH
gene expression resulted in profound tumor inhibition. Photo
shows tumor xenografts. * is P b .05 versus parent cell line.
MTDH-OE is stable overexpression of andMTDH-KD is stable gene
knockdown of MTDH in MPM cells, respectively. Measuring scale
is in centimeters.
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pulation of stably knockdown MPM cells, we ensured thatMTDH
anscripts were sufficiently suppressed (Supplementary Figure S2).
ith MTDH downregulated, cells displayed stunted growth and
vasion. MTDH knockdown was also associated with decreased soft
ar colony formation by at least 53%. Notably, the IC50 dose of [31]
emotherapy decreased by 3.4-fold in sarcomatoid MPM cells with
TDH knockdown. After 48 hours of chemotherapeutics (IC50)
eatment, MTDH knockdown cells were more sensitive to apoptosis
≥20% (P b .05).
This role of MTDH in MPM is confirmed by in vivo testing.
bcutaneous tumor xenografts were established in NSG mice [16]
sing H2373 parental cells compared to cells with MTDH
erexpressed (OE) and suppressed (KD). During the observation
riod, xenograft tumor volume was measured at periodic intervals.
otably, MTDH overexpression augmented tumor volume more
an two-fold while MTDH suppression inhibited tumor volume
ore than two-fold as compared to parental MPM cells (P b .05)
igure 6). The tumor-suppressive effects of targeting MTDH in this
nograft model imply its importance to MPM progression.
ollectively, based on its association with prognosis, its overexpres-
on in MPM tissues, and our in vitro/in vivo findings when its
pression level is modulated, MTDH appears to play an important
aintenance role, augmenting the malignant traits of MPM.

iscussion
urrently, the normal physiologic role of MTDH remains elusive
2]. MTDH, via a nuclear homing domain, acts as a transcriptional
factor, but itself does not directly bind DNA or RNA [33].
ccumulating data suggest that MTDH is a critical regulator of
alignant traits because of its interactions with a complex network of
gnaling pathways. In lung cancer, MTDH increases PI3Kp110 and
osphorylation of Akt, all leading to activation of PI3K/Akt signaling
hile also inhibiting apoptosis by suppressing caspase-3 and enhancing
cl-2 [34]. In hepatocellular carcinoma, MTDH directly enhanced
osphorylation of ERK and p38 mitogen-activated protein kinases,
sulting in hepatocyte transformation and cellular invasiveness [35]. In
stric cancer, MTDH inhibition experiments revealed that it induced
ordinated changes in β-catenin, LEF1, and cyclin D1 proteins,
ereby establishing its interaction with Wnt signaling to interfere with
ll proliferation and augment apoptosis [36]. As a final example, in
east cancer, MTDH knockdown induced upregulation of cell death
anscripts TRAIL and BINP3 while inhibiting ALDH3A1 and MET
vels, which culminate in enhanced chemosensitivity [37].
Aside from contributing to numerous signaling networks, MTDH
pression can be modulated by microRNAs (miRNA or miR), which
e short noncoding RNAs implicated in diverse regulatory processes
ntributing to cancers [38]. In colorectal cancer, ectopic expression of
iR-375 exerts tumor suppressive effects by directly targetingMTDH
d MAP3K1 to impair cell proliferation and induce apoptosis [39].
terestingly, in glioma, MTDH itself can induce miR-130b which, in
rn, directly regulates levels of PTEN, PPP2CA, and SMAD7 to drive
ithelial-to-mesenchymal–like changes and increased invasiveness of
mor cells [40]. Despite an extensive literature regarding the multiple
nctions of MTDH and its interactions with regulators like miRNA,
ecise mechanisms as well as the breadth of MTDH involvement
ross cancers are continuing to be reported.
Here, we identify for the first time a functional role for MTDH in
PM. When MTDH is overexpressed, MPM cells were more
sistant to apoptosis, facilitating greater proliferation and invasive-
ss. When MTDH is suppressed, opposite cellular effects occurred,
confirmed in vivo with murine xenograft results. Our additional
ique MPM-specific findings include: a) MTDH expression as a
vel, prognostic marker and b) demonstration of NF-κB directly
ducing MTDH. The MTDH-driven phenotype we recognized in
PM appears to be, at least in part, increased antiapoptotic
echanism(s) contributing to chemoresistance. When MTDH is
rcibly overexpressed, MPM cells demonstrate significantly increased
alignant traits like proliferation, invasiveness, and colony formation.
ur results suggest that MTDH is central to the overall network of
PM cancer processes.
This novel MPM-associated gene provides insight into how
thogenic transcription factors like NF-κB and c-Myc cooperate.
he feed-forward loop is a common regulatory motif that requires an
put threshold be reached (inflammatory triggers inducing NF-κB in
PM) before activating downstream elements (c-Myc, MTDH). As
e input is ongoing, this regulatory connection serves to reinforce
d propagate downstream outputs [28]. Using ChIP analysis, we
lidate in MPM for the first time that NF-κB directly induces
TDH by binding specific promoter regions. Also, we recognized
at NF-κB could regulate c-Myc and confirmed this pathway in
PM cells. Accordingly, the observation that c-Myc overexpression
d suppression constructs altered MTDH expression in the same
rection suggested to us a feed-forward loop motif (simultaneous
rect and indirect pathways between a regulator and target).
urthermore, we found supporting evidence for this regulatory
echanism in MPM tumors (in vivo) via analysis of a large MPM
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ssue dataset (Genentech [3], n = 211) by modeling correlations
sulting in a significantly large adjusted R2 value equivalent to a
edium effect size (Cohen's d) [41]. This effect size result is unlikely
e to chance. Because NF-κB and MTDH interact with many
thways [21], it is entirely conceivable that there exists alternate
gulatory feed-forward loops that could be revealed in systematic
alyses, although this is beyond the scope of our current study.
We also observed expected positive feedback loops induced by
TDH. MTDH overexpression in MPM establishes a reinforcing
op between NF-κB and MTDH. This finding is consistent with
TDH interacting with cyclic AMP-responsive element binding
otein to induce NF-κB [42]. The other feedback loop occurring
ith MTDH overexpression is between c-Myc and MTDH. This is
nsistent with prior studies where MTDH induces c-Myc in a
utually cooperative manner by multiple pathways via Wnt/ β-
tenin or promyelocytic leukemia zinc finger [43]. Overall, our in vitro
ta illustrate that NF-κB inflammatory signaling in MPM is mediated
a a regulatory network that could converge onMTDH that, in turn,
teracts with other downstream effector pathways [21]. Thus, in
PM, MTDH may represent a novel biomarker of biologic
gressiveness (i.e., chemoresistance driven by increased antiapoptosis).
An inverse relationship between MTDH expression and overall
rvival has been observed across diverse tumors. Ameta-analysis of 827
east and 651 ovarian cancers demonstrated a higher pooled hazard
tio linking elevated MTDH protein expression with decreased
rvival [44]. Another meta-analysis of 2999 gastrointestinal cancers
sophageal, colorectal, hepatocellular, etc.) showed MTDH linked to
orer overall and disease-free survivals [45]. Our transcript analysis of
TDH effect on survival in MPM agrees with these other tumors, but
e could not assess this effect by protein quantitation due to lack of a
rge enough MPM cohort clinically annotated.

onclusions
summary, we identified a novel mesothelioma-associated gene with
important role in maintaining MPM traits. Tissue analysis

lidated overexpression of MTDH transcript and protein. MTDH,
least partly, contributes to antiapoptosis and augments chemore-
stance as observed in MPM cell assays. Knockdown of MTDH via
vivo experiments underscored the potential of MTDH as a novel
PM therapeutic target. MTDH functions as a network hub that
tegrates signals from important “undruggable” master transcription
ctors (NF-κB, c-Myc). This observation supports the notion that
TDH overexpression represents a cancer-specific biomarker [46]
nce only MPM cells would exhibit upregulation of NF-κB and c-
yc signaling. In turn, MTDH can act as an effector, interacting
ith myriad pathways such as NF-κB, c-Myc, (shown in MPM), and
3K-Akt or other yet undiscovered downstream pathways warranting
ture investigation. Taken together, our results (in vitro and in vivo)
upled with MTDH overexpression in clinical specimens (negative
ognostic factor) suggest MTDH as a rational target to explore for
tter understanding of MPM biology and, in doing so, possibly
ovide leads towards alternative MPM treatment approaches.
Supplementary data to this article can be found online at https://
i.org/10.1016/j.tranon.2019.03.005.
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